The University of Western Australia’s Business School offers scholarships for international students from Malaysia enrolling in the first year of a Bachelor of Commerce.

The UWA Business School International Undergraduate Scholarship is awarded on the basis of academic merit and leadership potential. Each scholarship is valued at $15,000 over three years.

Eligibility
To be eligible to apply, students must:

- Be completing, or have completed, A-levels, AusMat, International Baccalaureate (IB), SAM, STPM, UEC, WACE or Foundation Program
- Have applied for entry to the Bachelor of Commerce at UWA
- Be able to demonstrate a strong academic record and leadership potential
- Not be a citizen or permanent resident of Australia or New Zealand

Applications
Students should apply for entry to the Bachelor of Commerce at UWA (see studyat.uwa.edu.au) prior to, or at the same time as, submitting a written response of not more than 500 words outlining leadership and extracurricular activities such as participation in voluntary, community and/or sporting activities. Applicants’ academic records will also be automatically assessed as part of this process.

Online applications can be submitted at business.uwa.edu.au/students/prizes/international/application

Scholarship applications for students commencing in Semester 2, 2015 close on 30 April, 2015 and for students commencing in Semester 1, 2016, close on 30 November, 2015.

Enquiries
Bev Partridge
International Development Manager
UWA Business School
Tel: +618 6488 5864
Email: bev.partridge@uwa.edu.au
business.uwa.edu.au

Information in this publication should be treated as a general guide only. For further information, please contact the UWA Business School.